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DEEP BLUE
INNOVATIONS FOR THE FURTURE OF OUR OCEAN

STS a Platform for your
ideas
If there is something that strikes you as
worthwhile – perhaps something that you
have seen or heard which you would like
to have a closer look at or tell others
about then Science Talent Search is for
you: for those planning a career in one
of the sciences or technological
disciplines, for those interested in
scientific hobbies, or for those
concerned enough to present a point of
view about science through the medium
of poster, essay, video, photography,
games or computer programs.

Science will help solve all
problems
Interesting words: •aquaculture •
biomimicry • oceanography •
autonomous ships/ ocean ROV •
SCUBA Droids • ocean energy •
marine biotechnology • ocean
plastic pollution • ocean
sustainability • deep ocean
diversity • ocean technology •
hydrology • ocean acidification •
BBC Earth - the ocean and us •
world oceans day • ocean
innovations • ocean floor map

Categories Available
Experimental research
Working models
Inventions
Posters
Video Production
Creative Writing
Game
Computer Programs
Photography
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Science is the only path to the truth. There are
1000 paths to opinion, but there is only one
path to truth.
- James Cameron
WE ARE HARD WIRED TO BE CURIOUS- WE ARE ALL
BORN SCIENTIST
This project aims to encourage an interest in science and STEM
among our younger people to become fascinated by our
planet’s oceans, which cover two-thirds of its surface and help
control its weather systems and the make-up of the
atmosphere.
Exploration is in our DNA
We know more about the surface of Mars than our Deep blue
seas
Loss of species
We are losing species and their habitats at an astonishing
pace- science can help save them
Blue Economy
Australia is bringing aquaculture and renewable energy sectors
together to address the challenges of offshore food and
energy production
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Participate in the 2020 STS
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